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SUMMARY 
A f l ight investigation has been conducted to determine the low-
speed flight characteristics of a 450 swept -wing fighter - type airplane 
with boundary- layer control on the trailing- edge flaps . The effectiveness 
of the flap with and without boundary-layer control was determined in con-
juction with the standard slatted leading edges , a fixed slat drooped 190 , 
and the slats locked closed. The study also included low- speed flying 
qualities and a pil ot evaluation of the operational use of the boundary-
layer control system in landing approaches . Performance computations 
were made for take - off, climb , and landing . 
The results showed that blowing air over the flap deflected 450 for 
the landing-approach configuration increased the lif t coefficient from 
0 .71 to 0 .87 . Maximum lift coeff icient was increased from 1 .14 to 1.26 . 
Improvements in performance were indicated for landing . Pilots ' evalua -
tion showed reductions in average landing approach speeds as much as 
14 knot s due to boundary- layer control . I mprovements were not ed in t he 
over -all low- speed flying qualities of the airplane due to boundary-layer 
control . 
INTRODUCTION 
The need for improving the low- speed flight characteristics of high-
speed airplanes is well known . The NACA for a number of years has made 
studies of current swept -wing airplanes equipped with boundary- layer 
control to improve the low- speed lift characteristics . Flight investiga-
tions of blowing- type boundar y - layer control on the trail ing- edge flaps 
*Title , Unclass ified. 
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of an F- 86 type airplane which has a 350 swept wing and a wing thickness 
of 1 0 percent are reported in references 1 and 2 . In order to extend 
the studies to wings of greater sweep and reduced thickness ) an investi -
gation was conducted on a modified F -100A airplane with bl owing- type 
boundary-layer control on the trailing- edge f laps . 
The investigation consisted of f light tests to determine the effect 
of boundary-layer control on the low- speed lift and drag characteristics) 
the low- speed flying quali ties ) the l anding approach characteristi cs ) and 
the computed take - off and landing performance . The re sults of this 
invest igation are reported herein . 
NOTATI ON 
b wing span ) ft 
BLC boundary-layer control 
drag coefficient ) D qS 
c .g . center of gravity 
lift coefficient ) L qS 
increment of lift due to flaps 
CLmax maximum lift coeff icient 
C~ momentum coeff icient , w~~ Vj 
Cl /2 number of cycles for oscillati on to damp to hal f amplitude 
D drag) lb 
g acceleration of gravity ) 32 .2 ft/sec2 
h nozzle height , in . 
L lift ) lb 
M.A.C . mean aerodynami c chord 
N engine speed ) percent 
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p 
p 
s 
T 
v 
w 
w 
rolling velocity ) radians/sec 
period ) sec 
free - stream dynamic pressure) l b/ft2 
wing area ) s~ ft 
engine thrust 
time for oscillations to damp to half amplitude ) sec 
true airspeed ) ft/sec 
minimum comfortable approach speed ) knots 
equivalent s i de velocity ) ~ J(i) ft/sec 
57 ·3 
indicated airspeed) knots 
velocity of blowing jet assuming isentropic expansion) ft/sec 
stalling speed ) knots 
weight flow of engine bleed air) l b/sec 
gross weight 
angle of attack ) deg 
sideslip angle ) deg 
increment of military thrust available minus thrust required 
ratio of total pressure at compressor to standard sea- level 
pressure 
0a aileron deflection) deg 
Of flap deflection normal to h i nge line) deg 
0t horizontal -tail angle ) deg 
e ratio of total temperature at compressor to standard sea- level 
temperature 
fr iction coefficient 
3 
I 
J 
4 
p 
cr 
cp 
\;e I 
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mass density of air , sl ugs/cu ft 
air density ratio 
angle of bank , deg 
amplitude ratio of the angle of bank to equivalent side velocity 
in the oscillatory mode , deg / ft/sec 
EQUIPMENT AND TESTS 
Airplane and Boundary-Layer - Control Flap 
Airplane .- A 450 swept -wing fighter - type airplane (modified F-IOOA ) 
was used for this i nvestigation . A two - view sketch of the airplane is 
shown in figure 1 and a photograph of the airplane during landing is shown 
in figure 2 . Tabl e I presents the geometric data for the test airplane . 
All modifications to the airplane to incorporate the trailing- edge 
boundary- layer- control flap were designed and constructed by North American 
Aviation, Inc . , under an Air Force Contract . 
Trailing- edge f l ap .- The trailing- edge flap was a plain type wi th a 
blowing nozzle on the flap radius . Figure 3 is a photograph of the flap . 
A cross - sectional sketch of the flap showing the nozzl e position i s pre -
sented in figure 4 . The nozzle was continuous across the span of the 
f l ap . The nozzle height was nominally 0 .035 i nch with no pressure in the 
duct . However , under pressure and elevated temperature the nozzl e gap 
increased appreciabl y . (At maxi mum engine speed the mean gap incr ea.sed to 
about 0 .060 i nch .) 
Ducting and bleed air .- Air for th~ boundary- l ayer control system 
was bled from the last stage of the high- pressure compressor of the J57-
engine . The detail s of the ducting from the engine bl eed ports to the 
flap nozzle are shown in figure 5 . The valve to control the f l ow of 
bleed air was located in the ducting between the engine and f l aps . The 
valve gate was positioned by a pneumat i c system controlled by a mechanical 
connection to the f l ap actuating system , the boundary- layer control shut -
off solenoid , or the throttl e override solenoid . When the flap defl ection 
was 200 or over , the val ve gate was f ully open . The valve gat e was posi -
tioned to an intermediate position by the throttl e override sol enoid when 
the throt tle was advanced past a throttl e setting for about 94 . 5 percent . 
The valve gate was fully opened at throttle setti ngs above about 94. 5 per -
cent by pl acing the pilots ' thr ottle override cutout switch to the tt off tt 
position . 
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The weight flow of bleed air extracted from the engine at various 
engine speeds is shown in figure 6 . The thrust loss due to engine bleed 
air is shown in figure 7 . These data were obtained on a thrust stand and 
include the thrust effects of the blowing nozzle with the flaps deflected 
450 . The weight flow of bleed air and resulting thrust loss at high 
engine speeds were greater than design because of the increase in nozzle 
gap with pressure. Also shown in figures 6 and 7 is the effect of the 
intermediate valve setting when the throttle override solenoid is actuated . 
The intermediate valve setting reduced the bleed air extracted at maximum 
power (95.5- percent engine speed ) from the engine by 1 .8 pounds per second, 
thereby making 220 pounds more thrust available ~or take -o~~ or wave -o~~ 
than would be available with a fully open valve . The intermediate valve 
position for full throttl e operation was the normal position; the full 
open valve position at full throttle was used only to obtain high momentum 
coefficient data . 
Instrumentation and Tests 
Instrumentation .- Standard NACA recording instruments were used to 
record airspeed, altitude, acceleration, angles of attack and sideslip, 
control positions and forces, airplane angular velocities, and duct pres -
sure and temperatures . Free - stream total and static pressures were taken 
from an NACA swiveling airspeed head mounted on the end of a boom 11 feet 
ahead of the nose inlet of the airplane . The angle - of -attack vane and 
yaw vanes were mounted on the boom 9 feet ahead of the nose inlet. The 
airplane static pressure was calibrated from 200 to 130 knots by the 
fly -by method and the data extrapolated to lower speeds. Calibrated 
pressure probes in the ducts near the flap roots were used for obtaining 
measurements to compute bleed- air flow and momentum coefficient. 
A photo panel was used to record engine speed and tail- pipe tempera-
ture, free air temperature, and fuel quantity . Photographs of tufts used 
for flow visualization on the flap and wing were obtained from an exter -
nally mounted camera near the tail and an internally mounted camera aft 
of the cockpit, respectively (fig . 2 ). 
Tests .- The flight tests were conducted between sea level and 
10,000 feet altitude and between 200 knots and minimum flight airspeeds . 
The take - off wing loading was 64 .4 pounds per square foot and the landing 
wing loading was considered to be 55 pounds per square foot . The center 
of gravity varied between 0 . 318 M.A.C. at take - off to 0 .294 M.A .C. at the 
landing wing loading . 
The majority of the tests were conducted with flaps deflected 450 j 
tests were also made at flap angles of 00 , 350 , 400 , and 490 . (Flap 
construct i on limited the flap deflection to 490 . ) 
L 
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The standard F -100 l eading- edge sl ats which have a deflection of 150 
were used f or all except two series of tests, one with the s l ats l ocked 
closed and another with the slats deflected 1 90 . For the 190 slat con-
figurat i on the slat tracks were removed and the slat s were attached to 
the wing with brackets . 
The stalling and l anding- approach characteristics of the airpl ane 
were determined by evaluation f lights by four Ames and two Navy pilots . 
Field carrier- l anding type approaches were used for the landing- approach 
evaluation and were made with the aid of either a Navy l anding s ignal 
off ice r or a mirror landing aid . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Lift and Drag Characteristics 
Effect of boundary- l ayer control on flap lift and maximum lift .-
The effec t of 450 flap deflection with and wi thout boundary-layer control 
on the trim l ift and drag coefficient data are presented in figure 8 . 
These data were obtained with the engine power set for that required for 
level fl i ght near approach speed . The data show a substantial i ncrease 
in flap lif t increment and a moderate increase in maximum lift coefficient 
due to boundary-layer cont rol. 
The flap lif t increments with and without boundary- layer control are 
shown in f igure 9 . These data , a cross pl ot of figure 8, show that the 
flap lift is doubl ed at ~ = 120 (assumed approach ~) as a result of 
boundary- l ayer control . The flap lift increment with boundary- layer 
contr ol increases as angle of attack increases up to about 200 angle of 
attack primarily because of the increase in momentum coefficient as speed 
is decreased . 
The f l ap lift increment increases linearly with increases in flap 
defl ection for an angle of attack of 120 and with power for approach as 
shown in f i gure 10 . These data indicate that near theoretical f lap lift , 
as c omputed from the method of reference 3, was realized up to 490 flap 
deflection . 
With the standard F -100 s l atted l eading- edge the boundary-layer -
control flaps increased CLmax by 0 .12 and reduced the angle of attack 
for CLmax about 40 as shown in figure 8 . 
Effect of wing leading edge on lift and drag .- To determine the 
amount of leading- edge stall protection offered by the slats the airplane 
was flown with the slats locked closed and with slats drooped 1 90 . Fig -
ure 11 presents the lift and drag coefficient data for the configuration 
l _ _ 
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with the slats locked closed . These data show that the flap lift was not 
affected by the slats but the gain in maximum lift coefficient due to the 
slats varied wi th the flap configuration . With boundary- layer control 
the slats increased maximum lift coefficient 0.31 while without boundary-
layer control the improvement was 0 .24 and with flaps undeflected only 
0 .15 . These data emphasize the fact that as flap lift is increased the 
requirements for leading- edge stal l protection are increased also . 
One flight test was made with the sl ats fixed at 1 90 deflection. 
The lift and drag data for this configuration are presented in figure 12 . 
These data show that the boundary- layer - control flap lift is lower and 
the drag higher with the 190 slats than with the standard 150 slats . 
Tuft studies of the air flow over the wing indicated that the air flow 
behind the sl ats was rougher with the 1 90 slats than with the standard 
slats. The rough flow with the 190 slats was probably caused by the 
large fixed brackets used to attach the sl ats to the wing . This rough 
f l ow ahead of the flap was believed to be responsible for the decrease 
in f l ap lift with boundary- layer control . The highest lift coefficient 
obtained with the 190 slats was not as high as CLmax with the normal 
s l atted leading edge . However, with the 190 slat configuration the mini -
mum flight speed was limited by instability about all three axes and 
possibly CLmax was not attained . 
The effect of momentum coefficient, C ~ , on lift .- The variation of 
lift coefficient with momentum coefficient is shown in figure 13 for 
various angles of attack . The data for the basic flap configuration show 
that there was no rapid change in slope which would indicate a C~ for 
flow attachment . Tuft studies of the flow over the flap indicated that 
the areas behind the hinge and actuator cutouts on the flap radius 
(fig . 3 ) required a higher C~ value for flow attachment than the rest 
of the flap . However, for the modified flap (cutouts covered) the tuft 
studies indicated that the flow over the flap was more uniform . It can 
be seen from the data in figure 13 that except at the highest C~ values, 
the C ~ for a given CL is less with the modified flap configuration 
than for the basiC flap . These data graphically illustrate the need for 
a smooth flap radius if flow requirements are to be minimized . 
Effect of engine speed on lift and momentum coefficient .- Since air 
flow through the blowing nozzle was determined only by nozzle area and 
pressure , the momentum of the air as it left the nozzle depended on engine 
speed and altitude . Figure 14 shows the variation of C~ with engine 
speed at CL = 1 . The large increases in C~ with engine speed at the 
high engine speeds were due to the nozzle area increasing as duct pressure 
increased as well as t o the engine compressor characteristics. The momentum 
coefficients above an engine speed of 85 percent were higher than would 
be cons i dered optimum since the change in flap l i ft with momentum coeffi -
c i ent above a C ~ value of 0 .008 i s small ( see fig . 13). 
I 
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In figure 1 5 t he var iati on of lif t coeff i cient wi th per cent engine 
speed i s pr esented for 120 angl e of a t tack . I t can be seen from these 
data that for the range of engine speeds for appr oach (88 to 92 percent ) 
the lif t coeff i c i ent varies l i nearl y wi th engi ne speed . A reduct i on of 
lift with a reduction i n engine speed gi ves the pilot an additional means 
of cont r olling the l anding touchdown poi nt . Also , a smooth change in lift 
wi th engine speeds may be a des i red characteri stic i n t he control of the 
glide path during landing approaches . 
Low-Speed Handling Qual i ties 
The l ow- speed handl i ng Qual ities of the airpl ane were investigated 
both with and without boundary- l ayer control and in some instances with 
flaps retracted . The consensus of the Ames pilots was determined . All 
the pilots who f l ew the a i rplane during this invest i gation considered 
the over -all handling Qual ities improved with the boundary- layer control . 
The numerical rat i ng system used by the pilots is shown in table II. 
s tatic l ongitudinal stability .- The stick-fixed and stick-free static 
longitudinal stabil ity was determined by measuring horizontal - tail angles 
and stick forces in steady flight . The variations of horizontal - tail 
angl e and stick force wi th l ift coefficient are presented in figure 16 . 
The stick-fixed data show that the stab i lity is positive at the lower CL 
and becomes neutral and negative as CLmax is approached . With boundary-
layer control the l ift coeffic i ent for neutral stabil ity was increased 
0 .12 . stick-free stability is simil ar to stick-fixed stability because 
control for ces are obtained by means of a bungee in the l ongitudinal 
control system . Static stability val ues were not obtained near CL 
.na.x 
because of inability of the pilot to determine the proper control position 
for trim . 
The pil ots noted the static longitudinal stabili ty and control in 
the landing approach speed range to be acceptable but with unpleasant 
characteristics (numerical rating of 4) . The followi ng unpleasant char -
acteristics were noted by the pilots : (1 ) The response to control seemed 
sluggish and reQuired large motions j (2 ) two control inputs were reQuired, 
one to start pitching motion , another to stop the motionj (3) the pitch- up, 
although considered mil d and controllable , was undes i rable because of 
proximity to maximum liftj and (4 ) the lack of sufficient nose -up trim 
with boundary-layer control off was considered unsatisfactory . 
Trim changes .- The trim changes accompanying lowering the flaps , 
and turning on the boundary- layer control at 170 knots while holding 
alti tude constant are noted in the foll owing table : 
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I ni tial trim condition Configuration change Forces, lb 
of, deg Pitch correction of, deg BLC Peak Steady 
0 On 45 Off Pull Pull 
10 10 
0 On 45 On Push Pull 
16 8 
0 Off 45 Off Push Push 
18 8 
0 Off 45 On Push Push 
20 18 
The airplane was equipped with a pitch corrector which would decrease the 
tail angle by 40 as the flaps were lowered . With the pitch corrector 
operating, the trim forces accompanying lowering the flaps with and with-
out boundary-layer control were within the 10-pound limit specified in 
reference 4 . Without the pitch corrector, the trim forces exceeded the 
10- pound limit . The pilots found the push forces required to maintain a 
constant altitude to be abnormal and undesirable when lowering the flaps 
with boundary- layer control. 
Dynamic longitudinal stability .- Figure 17 shows the period and 
damping of the short -period l ongitudinal oscillation variation with air -
speed . It can be seen that the period increases sharply at the lower 
airspeed . The airspeed at which the sharp increase in period occurs is 
about 10 knots l ower for boundary- layer control than without . There is 
little difference in time to damp to half amplitude between boundary-
layer control on or off, but with boundary- layer control the cycles to 
half amplitude are greater . The pilots considered the damping satisfac -
tory and essentially the same with and without boundary- layer control. 
Static directional stability and dihedral effect. - The static 
directional stability and dihedral effect were checked by flying the air -
plane in steady sideslips . These data (fig. 18) for 145 knots airspeed 
show the variation of rudder and aileron position and force with sideslip 
angle. The data indicate that for a given sideslip angle, a lower aileron 
and a higher rudder deflection are required with than without boundary-
layer control . This is consistent with the pilots' report that static 
directional stability was better with boundary- layer control but the 
dihedral effect seemed less . 
Rolling performance .- The rolling performance was improved appreciably 
by the application of boundary- layer control to the trailing- edge flap . 
In figure 19 the rolling performance with and without boundary- layer 
control on f laps deflected 450 and with flaps retracted is compared 
Figure 19(a ) shows the variation of pb /2V with airspeed for about 
three - quarter and full aileron deflection , and figure 19(b) shows the 
variation of pb/2V with aileron deflection at 170 knots . These data 
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show a 30- percent increase in ailer on effectiveness due to boundary-layer 
control . The pilots ' rating of the l ateral control was increased from 
the numerical rating of 3 (sat i sfactory, but with some mildly unpleasant 
characteristics ) with boundary- layer control off to 2 (good , pleasant t o 
fly ) with boundary-layer control . 
Adverse yaw .- The adverse yaw due to aileron deflection was deter -
mined by deflecting the aileron various amounts in flight and measuring 
the maximum sideslip angles which developed . Figure 20 shows the varia-
tion of sideslip angle with aileron deflection in r olls at approximately 
140 knots . The data indicated that the adverse yaw was low with little 
change due to boundary- layer control . 
Lateral oscillatory characterist ics .- The period and damping of the 
lateral- directional oscillations excited by a rudder kick or r elease from 
steady sideslip are shown in figure 21 . Figure 21 (a ) shows the period , 
damping- parameter (1/C l /2) , and rolling -parameter ( I ~ I / I ve l) variation 
with airspeed . These data indicate that at a constant value of airspeed 
only small changes in the period occurred as a result of boundary-layer 
control; however , the damping as measured by 1 / Cl /2 was less with 
boundary- layer control on . I n figure 21(b ) the damping parameter, 1/C l /2 , 
variation with rolling parameter, I ~ I / I ve l, is shown along with the 
requirement specified in reference 4. These data show that with boundary-
layer control the damping is only slightly above the reqUi rements for air -
planes with yaw damper inoperative . (This airplane was not equipped with 
a yaw damper . ) The pilots rated the damping of lateral directional 
oscillation characteristics acceptable but wi t h unpl easant characteristics 
(numerical rating of 4) . 
The pil ots ' opinions of the changes in the lateral - directional 
character i stics due to boundary- layer control are summar i zed as follows : 
(1 ) The dihedral effect appeared l ess ; ( 2) the damping was less but 
control was better , which makes the airplane easier to fly in rough air . 
This was per haps du e to the i mproved aileron effectiveness and better 
stati c directional stability . 
stalling char acteristics .- The stalling characteristics of the 
airplane with the standard slats were determined at about 10 , 000 feet 
altitude . As mi n i mum flight speed was approached , there was a det eriora-
tion in stability about all three axes and an increase i n the rate of 
sink . The airpl ane did not have a definite stall which was identifiable 
by the pilots . However , the lift curves (fig . 8) showed a peak which 
could be considered CLmax ' Stalling speeds based on these CLmax values 
have been computed , a s suming t hrust requi red for approach speeds and 
22 , 000 pounds gr oss weight , and are shown in the following table . 
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Configuration CLmax Computed stall 
of ' deg BLC speed , knots 
45 On 1.26 108 . 5 
45 Off 1.14 114. 5 
0 None 1.07 117 · 5 
Pilots ! Eval uation 
The l anding-approach characteristi cs of the airplane were evaluated 
by four NACA and two Naval Ai r Test Center pil ots . The evaluation by the 
Navy pilots has been reported in reference 5 . 
Fiel d carrier-landing approaches were used in the landing- approach 
evaluat i on. The carrier - type approach was used for this evaluation in 
order to elimi nate as many variables i n the approach as possible . Each 
pil ot ' s eval uation included at least two periods of field carrier landings 
made wi th the assistance of either a l anding signal officer or a mirror 
l andi ng aid . From the evaluation, a minimum comfortable approach speed 
was selected and reasons were determined for not reducing this speed 
further. The approach speeds are l isted in table III, where they are 
presented both in knots and as a multiple of the computed stalling speed 
(based on CLmax)' I ncluded for comparison purposes are the results of 
the two Naval Air Test Center pilots who also flew the airplane (ref . 5 ). 
Based on the results of the three pilots who evaluated the airplane with 
the f l aps up , it appears that the flap alone not only reduced the 
approach speed by 11 to 12 knots , but also reduced the ratio of approach 
speed to computed stall speed by a decrement of 0 .05 . With the applica-
tion of BLC to the flap , each of the pilots was willing to further reduce 
his approach speed by 7 to 14 knots . Again the speeds chosen rep-
resented either the same or a lower percent age of computed stalling 
speed. Because of the large variance in their choice of approach speeds , 
the NACA pilots have been divided i nto two groups in table I I I . The 
p i lots in group I chose the higher approach speeds and seemed to gain the 
greatest benefits from BLC, whil e those in group II were apparently com-
fortable at lower speeds but had smaller decrements in approach speed 
when boundary-layer control was applied . Table IV lists the primary and 
secondary reasons given by the pilots for limiting their approach speeds . 
The primary reasons are those that basi cally prevent the pilot from 
further airspeed reductions , while the secondary reasons are those that 
may modify slightly his choice of approach speed . The most prevalent 
reason given for limiting approach speed was the ability to arrest a sink 
rate , a l though many other factors seemed to be present . Stability, 
buffet , and low remaining thrust - to -weight ratio were given as primary 
infl uences on the pi lots ' choice of approach speed . With the application 
of BLC, all of these were improved with the exception of thrust - to- weight 
ratio availabl e . 
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Figure 22 is a plot of lift coefficient versus angle of attack for 
the three configurations as measured in flight . The lift coefficient 
corresponding to each pilot ts choice of approach speed has been marked 
on the curves . From this figure it can be seen that the selected approach 
angle of attack with flaps down was less than with f l aps up and the addi -
tion of boundary- layer control tended to reduce the selected angle of 
attack even further . This would account for the comments made by some 
of the pilots that with the flaps down and BLC on , visibility was improved 
during the approach . Figure 23 shows the variation of drag with velocity 
for each configuration and includes a plot of thrust available for both 
BLC on and off . This plot is of military thrust and does not include 
afterburning as all of the pilots indicated that they did not like to 
rely on the use of the afterburner except in an emergency. The difference 
in thrust is largely attributable to the extraction of engine compressor 
air for the BLC system . It is of interest to note the position of the 
pilots ' approach speeds in relationship to the minimum drag points . 
While the minimum drag point moves in a direction consistent with the 
change in approach speed , little direct correlati on between the two is 
evident . It can be seen that with the application of boundary- layer 
control to the f lap , the curve of drag versus velocity is not only trans -
lated to a lower airspeed , but is also rotated . As the airspeed varia-
tions associated with changes in angl e of attack are directly related to 
the magnitude of the slopes of these curves , improved speed stability is 
indicated with BLC . 
It was noticed that considerable spread existed in the choice of 
approach speed between the pilots in groups I and II . I n an effort to 
determine the reasons for this spread , several discussions were held 
among the evaluating pilots . While there will always be a difference 
between individuals ' choice of what they consider to be a minimum comfort-
able approach speed ) in this case , i t was generally concluded that two 
different techniques or concepts were used . The pil ots in group I while 
using the basic principles of making a preCision approach , that is, using 
throttle to control alt itude and l ongitudinal control to control airspeed, 
felt that they desired a margin of airspeed which could be used in 
maneuvering . This margin was such that they could arrest a moderate sink 
rate or pull - up to gain an arbitrary amount of altitude , add throttle and 
be able to maintain this altitude . This ability to maneuver was dependent 
not only on the lift and drag parameters of the airpl ane , but also upon 
stability and control characteristics . Such things as l ack of trim , poor 
static longitudinal stability, l ow damping and sluggish response to 
controls tend to reduce both the speed and magnitude of the pilots ' 
control motions . This in turn , of course , affects maneuverability . The 
pilots in group II, on the other hand , relied sol ely on throttle for 
altitude control using elevator only to maintain a irspeed . Thus , whil e 
three of the four pilots gave ability to arrest sink as a primary reason 
for limiting approach speed , group I pi lots were rel ying more on aero -
dynamic l i ft for this , while group II pilots were relying on thrust 
response and thrust - to -weight ratio available . I t should be pointed out 
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that the pilots in group I by using the latter technique were quite 
capable of making, and in fact did make, approaches just as slow as those 
in group II . However, this was below the level of comfort desired . 
Further examination of the reasons for limiting approach speed revealed 
one reason why the group II pilots did not gain as much benefit from 
boundary-layer control as did the group I pilots . The pilots in group I 
both remarked that with boundary- layer control the thrust available for 
maneuvering (6T/W) was marginal , while both group II pilots considered it 
unsatisfactory . The reason for this is indicated in figure 23 which shows 
that with BLC the 6T/W was only about 0 .045 at the limiting approach 
speeds . With BLC off 6T/W was increased to 0.097 which one pilot 
considered as marginal . 
Performance 
Computations were made from measured values of lift, drag, and 
engine thrust to determine take - off distance, rate of climb, and landing 
distance . The method outlined in appendix A was used for performance 
calculation and is considered accurate enough for comparison purposes . 
The thrust loss due to engine bleed air is considered where applicable . 
Take - off distance .- The variations of the computed take - off distances 
with gross weight are shown in figure 24 . It was assumed the attitude at 
lift - off was limited to 120. The computations show that with BLC the 
ground distance was about 5 percent greater than without BLC . The 
increase in take - off distance was due to the large thrust loss from the 
use of bleed air for BLC . If the BLC were left off until unstick speed 
was reached, the take - off distance would be reduced well below that for 
BLC on for the complete take - off run . The computed total distance over 
50 feet is essentially the same for BLC on or off . No attempt was made 
to determine the optimum flap deflection for take- off . 
Rate of cl imb .- The rate of climb at low airspeeds was greatly 
reduced by use of BLC, resulting in poor wave - off characteristics. Fig-
ure 25 shows the variation of rate of climb at pil ots approach speed with 
gross weight . At landing gross weight the rate of climb is only 900 feet 
per minute with BLCj however if the bleed air flow were reduced 50 percent 
at f ull throttle , this rate of cl imb would be improved about 300 feet per 
mi nute . 
Landi ng distance .- The ground distances requi red for a landing, 
with t he t ouchdown attitude assumed limited to 120 , are shown in fig -
ure 26 . These data which show the variation of landing distance with 
gross we i ght i ndicate that the ground distance would be decreased about 
16 percent by use of BLC. 
I 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions can be made from this investigation of 
blowing boundary- layer control on the trailing- edge f l aps of an F-IOOA 
airplane . 
1 . I n the l anding-approach configuration boundary-layer control on 
the flaps increased the flap lift increment by 100 percent (a = 120 ) and 
CLmax by 0 .12 and decreased the angle of attack for CLmax by 4 . 50 . 
2 . Boundary-layer control on the flap increased the lift coefficient 
for neutral l ongitudinal stability by 0 .12 . 
3 . The r ate of roll for l arge aileron deflections at 170 knots 
airspeed was increased 30 percent as a r esult of boundary-layer control 
on the flaps . 
4 . Boundary- layer control reduced the pilot ' s minimum comfortable 
approach speed in f ield carrier l andings by 7 to 14 knots . The amount 
of this reduction was dependent upon the technique the pilot used in 
maneuver ing during the approach . The minimum comfortable approach speed 
was limited primaril y by the ability to arrest a sink rate . 
5 . The wave - off characteristics of the a irpl ane were considered by 
the pilots to be unsatisfactory with boundary- l ayer control operative 
because of the l ow value of the ratio of the engine thrust availabl e 
(without afterburner) to a irpl ane gross weight. 
6 . The computed gr ound roll in landing was 16 percent l ess with 
boundary- layer control than without . The computed ground distance for 
take - off was 5 percent more with boundary-layer control on the flaps 
defl ected 450 than without boundary- l ayer control ) and the computed total 
distance over 50 feet was essentially the same . 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advi sory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Fiel d ) Calif .) May 5) 1958 
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APPENDIX 
METHOD USED FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
The following equations and assumptions were used in computing 
take- off distance , rate of cl imb , and l anding distance . 
Take - off distance : 
30 w/S [ Ground run = ( ) 10g1 0 () CD - j...lCL g g (T/w 
T/w 
(ref . 6, p . 2 ). 
Air distance 
V 2 
50 w To 
T - D + g J2 ,ft 
(ref . 7, p. 51 ) where 
CDg 
CLg 
Cq 
0 
D 
T 
drag coefficient during ground run 
lift coefficient during ground run 
lift coefficient at VTo(a = 120 ) 
drag at VTo 
843(W - T sin a) 
SCLTo 
take - off thrust (with afterburner) 
0 .02 
ratio of density to sea- level value 
(a = 40 ) 
(a = 40 ) 
1 5 
I 
I 
I 
I 
" 
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Ra te of climb : 
Rate of climb 60 Vc (T ; D) ft/min 
where 
Vc approach vel oc i ty , ft/sec 
T take - off thrust (with afterburner ) 
D drag at Vc 
Landing distance : 
Ground run = 30 W/S l og [ 
-cr( CDg - ~CLg) 1 0 (~ 
(ref . 6, p . 2 ) where 
CDg drag coefficient during ground run (0. 4° ) 
CLg lift coefficient during ground run (0. 4° ) 
CLTD = lift coeff icient at touchdown (0. = 12° ) 
~ 0.4 
To thrust at idle engine speed 
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TABLE I . - GEOMETRIC DATA OF AIRPLANE 
Wing 
Airfoil section . 
Total a rea, s q ft 
Span, ft . . . . 
Mean aerodynamic chord , ft 
Taper ratio . 
Aspect ratio 
Sweep at 0 . 25 chord line, deg 
Incidence 
Dihedral 
Aileron 
Area , sq ft 
Travel, deg 
Leading- edge slat 
Span , ft . . 
Span location , inboard end , percent b / 2 
Span location , outboard end , percent b/2 
Chord ( streamwi se ), percent wing chord 
Rotation, maximum , deg 
Flap 
Area, sq ft . . . . 
Chord, percent wing chord , average 
Horizontal tail 
Airfoil section 
Total area , s q ft 
Span , ft 
Sweep at 0 .25 chord line , deg 
Travel 
Leading edge up , deg 
Leading edge down , deg 
Vertical tail 
Airfoil section 
Total area , sq ft . 
Total area , rudder , sq ft 
Span , ft 
Sweep , deg .... 
NACA RM A5BE05 
NACA 64A007 
400 .2 
38 .8 
11.2 
0 . 26 
3 . 72 
45 
o 
o 
37 · 0 
±15 
12·7 
23 · 3 
89.2 
20 . 0 
1 5 
29·8 
25 · 0 
NACA 65A003 . 5 
98 ·9 
18·7 
45 
1 0 
20 . 6 
NACA 65A003· 5 
45 . 2 
6 . 3 
7·9 
45 
TABLE II. - PILOT OPI NION RATING SYSTEM 
Adject i ve Numerical 
rating rating De scription 
Normal Satisfactory 1 Exce.llent, includes optimum 
operation 2 Good , pleasant to fly 
3 Satisfactory, but with some mildly 
unpleasant characteristics 
Emergency Unsatisfactory 4 Acceptable, but with unpleasant 
operation characteristics 
5 Unacceptable for normal 
operation 
6 Acceptable for emergency 
condition onlyl. 
No Unacceptable 7 Unacceptable even for emergency 
operation conditionl. 
8 Unacceptable - dangerous 
9 Unacceptable - uncontrollable 
l.Failure of a stability augmenter . 
Primary mission 
accompl ished 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Doubtful 
Doubtful 
No 
No 
No 
----
Can be 
l anded 
Ye s 
Yes 
Yes 
Ye s 
Yes 
Yes 
Doubtful 
No 
No 
~ 
() 
~ 
~ 
~ 
Vl 
& 
o 
Vl 
I-' 
\0 
TABLE 111 .- MINIMUM COMFORTABLE APPROACH SPEEDS 
Flaps down- Flaps down - 6.V 6.V 
Group Pilot Flaps up BLC off BLC on Due f l aps Due BLC 
A 161 (1. 37 ) 1 49 (1. 30 ) 135 (1. 24 ) 12 14 
1 
B 160 (1. 36 ) 149 (1. 30 ) 136-1 / 2 (1. 26 ) 11 12-1/2 
C 149 (1. 27 ) 137-1/2 (l.20 ) 130 (1. 20 ) 11-1/2 7-1/2 
II 
D Not evaluated 142 (1. 24) 132-1/2 (1. 22 ) --- 9-1/2 
Navy E Not evaluated 147 (1. 28 ) 137 (1.26 ) --- 10 
pilots F Not evaluated 142 (1. 24 ) 134-1/2 (1.24) --- 7-1/2 
Spread 12 12-1/2 7 
Vs 117 · 5 114. 5 108 . 5 3 6 
( computed from CLma) 
-~~-
Open f igures are calibrated airspeed in knots. 
Figures in parentheses are ratio of approach speed to computed stall speed (Vapp/VS). 
f\) 
o 
s; 
o 
:t> 
~ 
:t> 
\J1 
& 
o 
\J1 
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TABLE IV. - REASONS FOR LIMITING APPROACH SPEEDS 
Group Pilot Flaps up Flaps down - BLC off Flaps down - BLC on Pilot control technique 
Primary: ability to Primary : ability to Primary : ability to 
arrest sink plus arrest sink plus arrest sink plus 
lateral stability and t:>T/W l ow. t:>T/W low. 
control. Secondary: poor 
lateral stability 
A and control. Lack 
of longitudinal trim, 
uncomfortable stick 
position . Buffet 
objectionable. Atti-
tude and visibility Vapp determined 
marginal. primarily by aero-
I dynamic ability to 
Primary : ability to Primary : ability to Primary : ability to arrest sink. 
arrest sink . arrest sink. arrest sink Tbrust secondary . 
Secondary: direc - Secondary: buffet , !.AT/VI poor) . 
B tional stability, lateral- directional 
visibility, and longi - stability, lack of 
tudinal stability are trim, longitudinal 
objectionable . stability and control 
objectionable . 
Primary: ability to Primary: ability to Primary: ability to 
arrest sink. arrest sink. arrest sink. 
Secondary : visibil- Secondary : visibil- Secondary : visibil-
C ity marginal. ity marginal plus i ty marginal 
lack of trim and !.AT/VI unacceptable). 
rearward stick Vapp determined position. 
II primarily by 
Not eValuated . Primary: buffet Primary: t:>T/W too low. m/w. Aerodynamic 
Secondary : poor Secondary: longitu- control secondary . 
D control power about dinal control power . 
all axis and 
visibili ty. 
Not evaluated. Primary: high minimum Primary : Low t:>T/W. 
E trim speeds mask other 
Navy factors . 
pilots Not evaluated. Primary : lateral and Primary: ability to 
F directional stability . arrest sink . 
Secondary: Lack of 
speed stability . 
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Figure 1 .- Two - view drawing of test airplane . 
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Figure 3 . - Photograph of trailing- edge bounda ry-.lay er control f l ap . 
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Figure 6 .- Variation of weight f l ow of bleed a ir with engine speed . 
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Figure 1 9 .- Effect of airspeed and aileron deflection on the rolling performance . 
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Fi gure 21 .- Lateral oscil latory characteristics . 
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Figure 21.- Concluded . 
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Figure 22 .- Variation of l i ft coefficient with angle of attack; 
gross weight = 22 , 000 pounds . 
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Figure 23 .- Variation of drag and thrust available along flight path with calibrated airspeedj 
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Fi gur e 24 .- Variation of computed t ake - off di stance wit h gross weight . 
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Figure 25 .- Variation of computed rate of climb at approach speed \,ith gross weight . 
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Figure 26 .- Variation of computed landing distance with gross weight . 
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